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Q1: Which style of bench do you prefer? A or B? (Don't consider color in 

answering this question).

Answered: 65 Skipped: 0
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Q1: Which style of bench do you prefer? A or B? (Don't consider color in 

answering this question).
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Q2: Which style of bicycle rack do your prefer? C or D? (Don't consider 

color in answering this question).

Answered: 65    Skipped: 1
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Q2: Which style of bicycle rack do your prefer? C or D? (Don't consider 

color in answering this question).
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Q3: Which style of bollard do you prefer? E or F? (Don't consider color in 

answering this question).
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Q3: Which style of bollard do you prefer? E or F? (Don't consider color in 

answering this question).
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Q4: Which pattern and color palette of stamped concrete would you prefer be used in the interiors of the 

bulbouts? G or H? The images presented are approximate colors associated with each proposed pattern. 

Colors may vary depending on the device you use to view or print these images.
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bulbouts? G or H? The images presented are approximate colors associated with each proposed pattern. 

Colors may vary depending on the device you use to view or print these images.
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Q5: Which pattern and color palette of stamped concrete would you prefer be used in crosswalks? I or J? The 

images presented are approximate colors associated with each proposed pattern. Colors may vary depending 

on the device you use to view or print these images.
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Q5: Which pattern and color palette of stamped concrete would you prefer be used in crosswalks? I or J? The 

images presented are approximate colors associated with each proposed pattern. Colors may vary depending 

on the device you use to view or print these images.
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Q6: Which style of trash/recycling receptacles do you prefer? K, L1 or 

L2? (Don't consider color in answering this question).
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Q6: Which style of trash/recycling receptacles do you prefer? K, L1 or 

L2? (Don't consider color in answering this question).
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Q7: Which style and color of tree grate do you prefer? M or N? (Don't 

consider color in answering this question).
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Q7: Which style and color of tree grate do you prefer? M or N? (Don't 

consider color in answering this question).
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Q8: Which species of tree should be planted on Main Street, including 

replacing existing trees? O or P?
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Q8: Which species of tree should be planted on Main Street, including 

replacing existing trees? O or P?
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Q9: What style of wrap-around bench do you prefer? Q or R? (Don't consider color in answering this 

question).Note: because the sidewalk depth varies by location, the final project will need to make site-specific 

adjustments, i.e. in some locations the selected bench style might be modified to three (3) sides of the tree vs. 

a true wrap-around or semi-circle.
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Q9: What style of wrap-around bench do you prefer? Q or R? (Don't consider color in answering this 

question).Note: because the sidewalk depth varies by location, the final project will need to make site-specific 

adjustments, i.e. in some locations the selected bench style might be modified to three (3) sides of the tree vs. 

a true wrap-around or semi-circle.
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Q10: For aesthetic features shown above without a specified color, which family of colors feels more 

appropriate for Main Street? Existing street furniture (including street lights and trash receptacles) are dark 

green. Other historic elements along Main Street are more rustic, including natural wood, and browns. Colors 

may vary depending on the device you use to view or print these images.
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